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SUMMARY
1.

SUMMARY

On the morning of the 1st September 2016 at approximately 11.30 hrs a passenger
vessel carrying twelve tourists was making its way from Ross Castle to the Gap of
Dunloe. As the vessel approached Foilcoille Point on Lough Leane, conditions
worsened with high winds and steep waves. The vessel became swamped and
passengers were tipped into the water. Three other vessels came to the rescue of
the casualty vessel. All passengers and the crewmember of the casualty vessel
were rescued with no serious injuries having been sustained.
Note all times are local time = UTC + 1
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FACTUAL INFORMATION
2.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1

Description of Vessel

Name of Vessel:

‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’.

Construction:

Traditional Irish clinker built, timber vessel of open
configuration (see Appendix 7.1 Photograph No. 1).

Type of Vessel:

Principal Particulars

Open Boat.

Length Overall:

8.24 metres (m).

Depth:

0.61 m to top of keelson.

Beam:

1.93 m.

At the time of the incident the vessel was propelled by a 20 hp Yamaha outboard
engine.

The vessel was built in 2004 and had a current P2 Passenger Boat Licence for the
carriage of twelve passengers and two crew valid until 23rd September 2016. The
licence was issued by the Marine Survey Office of the Department of Transport,
Tourism and Sport. This was issued in accordance with the Merchant Shipping Act
1992, as amended and the S.I. No. 273/2002 - Merchant Shipping (Passenger Boat)
Regulations 2002.

A Class P2 passenger boat is defined in the legislation as one “with no more than
12 passengers on board used for domestic voyages in smooth waters or in partially
smooth waters in the course of which the passengers are engaged in activities
other than those specified in Class P4.”

The legislation specifies activities in Class P4 as where “the passengers are
engaged exclusively in the course of their employment in connection with marine
civil engineering, survey of harbour limits dredging or similar commercial
activities.”
The vessel held a Permit to Operate on the Lakes of Killarney issued by the
National Parks and Wildlife Service.
2.2

Voyage Particulars

The vessel departed Reen Pier, Ross Castle, Killarney, for the Gap of Dunloe at
approximately 11.00 hrs on the 1st September 2016, with twelve passengers, a
Master and four bicycles on board.
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FACTUAL INFORMATION

Cont.

In the vicinity of Foilecoille the vessel became swamped and listed to port tipping
the passengers and the Master into the water (see Appendix 7.2 Map of area of
incident).
All of the passengers and the Master were subsequently rescued by three other
vessels and safely returned to Ross Castle.
2.3

2.4

6

Type of Casualty

This was a serious marine casualty, which posed the threat of death or serious injury
to persons.
Predicted Weather Conditions (see Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report)

Met Éireann estimated weather conditions in the area and time of the casualty, with
winds from a southerly direction, Force 4 to 5 with Significant Wave Height 0.2 m
increasing to 0.3 m at 12.00 hrs.

NARRATIVE
3.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

NARRATIVE

Prior to departure very basic safety instructions were given by the Master of the
vessel. All passengers were provided with lifejackets which were donned before
departure (see Appendix 7.1 Photograph No. 2).
The vessel departed Reen Pier, Ross Castle, Killarney, for the Gap of Dunloe at
approximately 11.00 hrs on the 1st September 2016, with twelve passengers, a
Master and four bicycles on board (see Appendix 7.1 Photograph No. 3).
At approximately 11.12 hrs the Master instructed passengers to cover themselves
with tarpaulins as protection against spray, which the boat was beginning to
ship. Each tarpaulin covered the legs and torsos of three or four persons.

The vessel continued across the lake shipping copious amounts of water,
described “as if someone was throwing buckets of cold water over them”.
At approximately 11.20 hrs the Master elected to turn around. When the vessel
slowed down, it was noted that the water level in the vessel was above the
ankles of the passengers sitting in the stern of the vessel. The structure of the
vessel is such that floorboards are laid above the bilge. The fact that water was
noted above the passengers ankles would indicate that a considerable amount of
water had entered the vessel flooding the bilge and the hull of the vessel before
even reaching the passengers’ feet. As the boat continued turning, waves hit the
vessel broadside and on the transom, flooding it and causing the engine to cut
out. The Master stated that he only began manoeuvring the vessel after being
hit by a single wave, which he refers to as a “rogue wave” that swamped the
vessel.

The Master did not raise any alarm by radio, mobile phone or flare requesting
assistance. Passengers believed that they were unsuccessful in their attempt to
attract the attention of a nearby waterbus. However, although the waterbus
continued on its passage due to the restricted depth of water in the area, it did
alert a nearby vessel of the incident.
The vessel flooded to the height of the gunwales resulting in the vessel listing
to port, causing the majority of the passengers and the Master to tip over into
the water. The vessel was submerged until just the top of bow and top of engine
were visible. The timber construction and buoyancy arrangements required for
a P2 passenger boat licence ensured that the vessel did not sink.

The Master advised passengers to grab hold of the vessel. The majority of the
passengers were able to grab hold of the sides of the vessel, despite the fact
that they were substantially submerged.
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NARRATIVE
3.9

Cont.

Another vessel, belonging to the same operator with four passengers on board, was
returning to Ross Castle due to the adverse weather conditions and spotted the
passengers in the water and went to their assistance. Shortly after that a second
vessel, also belonging to the same operator, arrived on scene to assist.

3.10 The first vessel, which arrived to assist, was able to take on board some passengers
from the ‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’. Some passengers were still in the water but the
first vessel was unable to deploy their lifebuoys which had been secured and tied in
a manner that meant they could not easily be released.

3.11 The second vessel to arrive at the scene, also encountered difficulties. One of the
ropes from the ‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’ caught around its propeller. As these vessels
are manoeuvred by the use of the outboard engine, the entanglement of the rope
removed the steering capability thus causing the second vessel to collide with the
stricken vessel and be holed and in danger of sinking.

3.12 A third vessel arrived on the scene. It picked up passengers from the holed second
vessel which included some original passengers from the ‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’.
They returned all of the passengers and crew to Ross Castle, which was the
departure and landing location.
3.13 The third vessel to come to the rescue had been going on the Gap of Dunloe tour
ahead of the ‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’ and had returned to Ross Castle due to the
adverse weather conditions encountered on the lake. It was then proceeding out
again with five passengers on board with the intention of going to Inishfallen Island
where the trip could be made within the lee of the land. The third vessel was alerted
of the incident by the waterbus and proceeded to the scene.
3.14 A weather buoy had previously been positioned in Lough Leane but is no longer
operational.
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ANALYSIS
4.

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

ANALYSIS

The ‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’ was a traditionally built vessel of a traditional
design and there are no records of any stability testing of the subject vessel
being carried out. Some of these vessels are constructed of wood and others of
fibreglass.
A requirement of the P2 licence is that an open cockpit vessel, be fitted with
sufficient approved built-in buoyancy to enable the vessel to remain afloat and
upright in the event of the vessel being swamped. The legal requirement is as
follows: “(d) in the case of open cockpit vessels, be fitted with side benches
which form watertight or buoyant compartments secured in place to provide a
safety standard for the vessel to remain afloat to the satisfaction of the Minister
and in the case of an open passenger boat, have sufficient built in buoyancy to
provide a safety standard for the vessel to remain afloat to the satisfaction of
the Minister.” The vessel did comply with this requirement (see Appendix 7.1
Photograph No. 4).
A condition of the issued P2 licence was “Passenger boat must only operate in
favourable weather conditions”. “Favourable weather” means “weather when
the visibility is good and when the combined effects of wind, sea and swell on
the passenger boat are never greater than those which would cause moderate
rolling or pitching or result in the shipping of green seas on the weather deck or,
in the case of an open boat over the gunwhale.” A green sea is defined as “a
wave that breaks in a solid mass on a vessel's deck”.
The voyage commenced in a sheltered area of the lake, but the voyage
continued into a more exposed part of the lake where the conditions were
unsuitable. In this case the vessel encountered green seas as the voyage
progressed. The available evidence suggests that the nature of the conditions
met by the vessel makes it more probable that it was not a single wave that
swamped the vessel, as suggested by the Master.
There was water in the vessel up to the passengers’ ankles before the Master
commenced the turning manoeuvre. This indicated that the pump was not
adequately extracting the water at the speed of ingress. The combination of the
prevailing lake conditions, the large amount of water already in the vessel, the
speed of the vessel and the turning manoeuvre all contributed to the vessel
becoming swamped.

The local geographical conditions give rise to localised weather effects and a
national forecast does not capture the weather locally on the lake. Previously
there was a weather buoy on the lake but this was no longer in operation.
Therefore, at present there is no accurate means of determining weather
conditions on Lough Leane.
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4.7
4.8

4.9

Cont.

At the time of the incident no alarm was raised and the emergency services were not
contacted. The rescue of survivors relied upon the assistance of a sister vessel,
operated by the same operator, which was in the area.

The only means of emergency communications on board this vessel was a mobile
phone though no calls were made or attempted during this incident. Mobile phones
are not recommended as an appropriate primary means of communication in an
emergency. The majority of mobile phones are not waterproof, do not float and
distance from the shore may have a significant impact on the availability of a signal.

The vessel was fitted with a 20 hp outboard engine, the Permit to Operate on the
Lakes of Killarney issued by the National Parks and Wildlife Service is for an engine
with a maximum 8 hp. The 8 hp engine capacity was originally designated for
environmental concerns when the use of outboards became the norm on the lakes. A
vessel with an 8 hp engine will not be capable of the same speed as a vessel with a 20
hp engine and reduces the possibility of the vessel shipping water.

4.10 It was not possible to utilise lifebuoys from the first vessel on the scene due to these
being tightly secured.

4.11 There were twelve passengers and the Master on board, making thirteen persons. In
addition there were four bicycles with pannier bags and each passenger carried a bag.
The average weight under the IMO/ISO guidelines allows for 75 kg per person, which
would equate to 975 kg. It is estimated that the bicycles weighed 20 kg each,
totalling 80 kg and it is estimated that twelve bags were approximately 12.5 kg each,
totalling 150 kg. Other miscellaneous weight on the vessel, including the engine, is
estimated at 120 kg. The total weight on the vessel is estimated to have been 1325
kg. The license for P2 passenger vessels states a maximum of twelve passengers, but
there is no maximum weight for this type of licence.
4.12 The Master of the vessel did not carry out a passage plan before departing on this
voyage.
4.13 The Master did not hold the required Passenger Vessel Commercial Endorsement to
act as the Master of the vessel.
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CONCLUSIONS
5.

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

CONCLUSIONS

The voyage was undertaken in weather conditions which were not suitable for
the operation of a laden vessel. Passage planning had not been carried out for
the entire route of the voyage.
The vessel in its laden condition had insufficient freeboard to prevent downflooding and as a result it was swamped in the conditions encountered.

Flares are carried on board the vessel, as required by the P2 Licence, however
the flares were stored forward in the vessel and were not easily accessible by
the vessel’s Master.
No attempt was made to send a MAYDAY alert or call for the assistance of the
emergency services. In an emergency situation it is prudent practice to request
assistance by all possible means.
The rescue was effected by the intervention of the other craft, which either
spotted the stricken vessel or were made aware of the situation by the passing
waterbus.

The vessel’s Master did not hold the required Commercial Endorsement to act as
the Master of this passenger vessel.

The first vessel, which came to the aid of the ‘PV Mary Ann of Dunloe’ was
unable to deploy lifebuoys aboard as they were secured in a manner which
precluded ready deployment.
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6.

6.1
6.2
6.3

6.4
.
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SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

Met Éireann should consider extending the current Met Éireann inland lakes
forecasts to include other large inland lakes for example Lough Leane.

The Irish Coast Guard should consider extending the current inland lakes VHF
coverage to include other large inland lakes for example Lough Leane.

The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport should consider reviewing the
licencing requirements with regard to the carriage of bicycles and passengers on
the licensed lake vessels on Lough Leane, in particular in relation to the freeboard
issues identified in this report.

The National Parks and Wildlife Service should consider making it a requirement of
their Permit to Operate on lakes for all licenced vessels to carry operating VHF
radios.
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APPENDIX 7.1
Appendix 7.1 Photographs.

Photograph No. 1: General view of vessel.

Photograph No. 2: Typical lifejacket provided.
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APPENDIX 7.1

Appendix 7.1 Photographs.

Photograph No. 3: Taken shortly after departure Ross Castle.

Photograph No. 4: Vessel internally.
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APPENDIX 7.2
Appendix 7.2 Map of area of incident.

AREA OF INCIDENT
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STARTING POINT
OF VOYAGE

APPENDIX 7.3
Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report.
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Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report.
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NATURAL JUSTICE
NATURAL JUSTICE - CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED
Section 36 of the Merchant Shipping (Investigation of Marine Casualties) Act, 2000
requires that:
“36

(1) Before publishing a report, the Board shall send a draft of the report or
sections of the draft report to any person who, in its opinion, is likely to
be adversely affected by the publishing of the report or sections or, if that
person be deceased, then such person as appears to the Board best to
represent that person’s interest.
(2) A person to whom the Board sends a draft in accordance with subsection
(1) may, within a period of 28 days commencing on the date on which the
draft is sent to the person, or such further period not exceeding 28 days,
as the Board in its absolute discretion thinks fit, submit to the Board in
writing his or her observations on the draft.

(3) A person to whom a draft has been sent in accordance with subsection (1)
may apply to the Board for an extension, in accordance with subsection
(2), of the period in which to submit his or her observations on the draft.
(4) Observations submitted to the Board in accordance with subsection (2)
shall be included in an appendix to the published report, unless the
person submitting the observations requests in writing that the
observations be not published.
(5) Where observations are submitted to the Board in accordance with
subsection (2), the Board may, at its discretion (a) alter the draft before publication or decide not to do so, or

(b) include in the published report such comments on the observations as
it thinks fit.”

The Board reviews and considers all observations received whether published or not
published in the final report. When the Board considers an observation requires
amendments to the report that is stated beside the relevant observation. When the
Board is satisfied that the report has adequately addressed the issue in the
observation, then the observation is ‘Noted’ without comment or amendment. The
Board may make further amendments or observations in light of the responses from
the Natural Justice process.
‘Noted’ does not mean that the Board either agrees or disagrees with the
observation.
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NATURAL JUSTICE - CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED

8.1

Correspondence from Master and MCIB response

8.3

Correspondence from Dept. of Arts, Heritage, Regional,
Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs and MCIB response

36

Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response

39

8.2

8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9

8.10
8.11

Correspondence from Owner and MCIB response

Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response
Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response
Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response
Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response
Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response

Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response
Correspondence from Witness and MCIB response
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28

37
40
41
42
43

44
45

Note: The names and contact details of the individual respondents have been obscured
for privacy reasons.
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CORRESPONDENCE 8.1
Correspondence 8.1 Master and MCIB response.
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CORRESPONDENCE 8.1

Correspondence 8.1 Master and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
and has amended
the report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment and has
amended the report
at 3.5 and 4.4.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Pursuant to the
Merchant Shipping
Acts it is the
responsibility of the
Master of a vessel to
ensure the safety of
all passengers, crew
and the vessel.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The report has been
amended at 3.5 and
a new 4.5 added.
The evidence would
not support the
point that the pump
was adequately
dealing with the
water ingress.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this,
no amendment to
the report is
warranted.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment and has
amended 3.6.
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Correspondence 8.1 Master and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes this
comment, 3.10 refers to
the 1st vessel to arrive
to assist and the report
has been amended to
clarify this point.
MCIB RESPONSE: 3.12
should be read in
conjunction with 3.11
which explains the
sequence of events.
3.12 has been clarified.
MCIB RESPONSE: 4.4
has been amended to
support the evidence
collected during the
investigation.
MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes this
comment, at 4.8
(previously 4.7). This is
a general principle
recognised by Marine
Safety Authorities both
nationally and
internationally.
MCIB RESPONSE: It is
very clear the 4.10
(previously 4.9) refers
to the first vessel
responding to the
incident. No
amendment has been
made.
MCIB RESPONSE: The
research carried out and
the evidence collected
during the investigation
indicates an average
weight of a loaded
touring bike is 20kg. No
amendment has been
made to the report at
4.11(previously 4.10).
MCIB RESPONSE: 4.13
(previously 4.12) is a
statement of fact and
no amendment has been
made to the report.
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Correspondence 8.1 Master and MCIB response.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.1
MCIB RESPONSE:
Passage planning is a
procedure to develop
a complete description
of a vessel’s voyage
from start to finish.
MCIB RESPONSE: It is
noted in the report
that the vessel held a
P2 Licence,
notwithstanding this,
it is at all times the
responsibility of the
Master to ensure the
safety of the
passengers, crew and
the vessel. The point
made at 5.2 is in
relation to the loading
of the vessel for this
particular passage and
the prevailing
conditions. Please
note the Safety
Recommendation 6.3
in relation to licencing
requirements. No
amendments have
been made to the
report.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see Safety
Recommendation 6.2
and 6.4.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Clarification has been
provided at 3.6.
MCIB RESPONSE: See
response to point 12.
MCIB RESPONSE: 5.7
has been amended.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see responses
above.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2
Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

28

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes
comments 1-5.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment and refers
to 2.4, 4.4, 4.6,
4.12 and 5.1.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment and refers
to Safety
Recommendation
6.3.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.5
and 4.5.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment and refers
to 3.10.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 4.11.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Please see 4.13 and
5.6.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment.

MCIB RESPONSE: The purpose of the MCIB report is not to
attribute blame or fault, Section 35 of the Merchant Shipping Act,
2000 states:
(2) having regard to Section 25, if the investigator succeeds in
establishing the cause or causes or probable cause or causes
of the marine casualty, the report shall indicate it or them.
(3) Having regard to section 25, the report shall outline any
recommendations the Board considers to be warranted and
feasible for the avoidance of similar marine casualties.
(4) Although it shall not be the purpose of the report to attribute
blame or fault, section 25 shall not prevent the reporting of
relevant findings of an investigator in accordance with
subsection (1), the indicating of the cause or causes or
probable cause or causes of the casualty in accordance with
subsection (2) or the making of recommendations in
accordance with subsection (3), of this section.
30

Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.5,
4.4 and 4.5.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of these
observations.

MCIB RESPONSE:
See response above.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.4,
3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 4.4,
4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 4.12,
5.1 and 5.4.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to 3.6,
3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12
and 3.13.

MCIB RESPONSE:
Please refer to
Safety
Recommendation 6.3
which addresses this
issue.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See above.
MCIB RESPONSE: It
is noted that there
are no emergency
services on the lake.

MCIB RESPONSE:
See response at 1.6.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See Safety
Recommendation 6.2
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Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes this
comment.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See response above.
MCIB RESPONSE:
The research carried
out and the
evidence collected
during the
investigation
indicates an average
weight of a loaded
touring bike is 20kg.
MCIB RESPONSE:
4.13 (previously
4.12) is a statement
of fact and no
amendment has
been made to the
report.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Cont.

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
See response to
same point above.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See response to
same point above.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See response to
same point above.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See response to
same point above.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See response to
same point above.
MCIB RESPONSE: It
is noted in the
report that
passengers were
provided with
lifejackets, see 3.1.
MCIB RESPONSE:
See response above
quoting Merchant
Shipping Act 2000.
MCIB RESPONSE:
Noted, see
responses above and
to other Natural
Justice
correspondence.
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Cont.

CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.2

Correspondence 8.2 Owner and MCIB response.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.3
Correspondence 8.3 Dept. of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs and
MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.4
Correspondence 8.4 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.4

Cont.

Correspondence 8.4 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE: See
3.6 and 3.9 for
sequence of events in
relation to the
waterbus and the
vessels which came to
the aid of the ‘PV
Mary Ann of Dunloe’.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.5
Correspondence 8.5 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.6
Correspondence 8.6 Witness and MCIB response

MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes this and
has made Safety
Recommendations 6.2
and 6.4.
MCIB RESPONSE:
There is no Safety
Recommendation
made in regard to
engine size.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.7
Correspondence 8.7 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.8
Correspondence 8.8 Witness and MCIB response

MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.9
Correspondence 8.9 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.10
Correspondence 8.10 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE: The
MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
8.11
Correspondence 8.11 Witness and MCIB response.

MCIB RESPONSE:
The MCIB notes the
contents of this
observation.
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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